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ABSTRACT

Most businesses nowadays use Web Services (WS) technology as a platform to facilitate interaction between service providers and requestors. Data mediators in these services play an important role in ensuring successful interactions; however, the Semantic Web Service (SWS) still faces great challenges in providing the mediation actions that are necessary for smooth WS interactions and is thus open for further research exploration and automation in discovery, selection and composition. Many existing data mediation approaches focus on automated ontology mapping that provides only limited discussions on mediating actual instances. As such, current approaches suffer from insufficient mediation knowledge for related domains to mediate messages correctly at run time. The objective of this thesis is to construct a data mediation framework for the SWS and its associated processes that can establish data mediation automatically for WS interactions at run-time. The Semantic Data Mediator Framework (SDMF) is proposed to manage interactions between source messages and target messages by expressing the data mediation knowledge of developers in the form of semantic knowledge representation. The research steps in engineering method research methodology are adopted to identify the required improvement and design the SMDF data mediation solution. A data mediation component that mediates messages during a WS interaction between scholarly databases and local universities is developed using the proposed SDMF. The evaluation results on the semantic data mediator component using the SDMF are benchmarked with an existing middleware application that is used to support the data mediation. The evaluation results prove that semantic descriptions of the Web service message content through the SDMF are able to enhance the correctness and automation during the run time of a WS interaction.
ABSTRAK

Kebanyakan perniagaan kini menggunakan teknologi Perkhidmatan Web (PW) sebagai platform untuk membolehkan interaksi antara pembekal dan peminta perkhidmatan. Pengantara data dalam PW memainkan peranan penting untuk memastikan interaksi yang berkesan. Perkhidmatan Web Semantik (PWS) telah memberi ruang yang lebih banyak kepada penerokaan penyelidikan ke arah mengautomasikan pemilihan, penemuan dan komposisi PW. Walaubagaimanapun, PWS masih menghadapi cabaran yang besar dalam menyediakan tindakan pengantaraan yang diperlukan bagi melancarkan interaksi PW. Kebanyakan pendekatan pengantaraan data yang sedia ada, memberi tumpuan kepada pemetaan ontologi secara automatik dan hanya menyediakan perbincangan secara terhad bagi pengantaraan data dengan nilai sebenar. Oleh yang demikian, pengetahuan pengantaraan data semasa bagi sesuatu domain tidak mencukupi untuk menjana pengantara mesej secara automatik pada masa larian. Objektif tesis ini adalah untuk membina rangka kerja pengantaraan data bagi PWS dan proses yang berkaitan dengannya bagi mewujudkan pengantara data secara automatik semasa interaksi PW. Rangka kerja Pengantara Data Semantik (RPDS) adalah dicadangkan untuk menguruset interaksi antara mesej sumber dan mesej sasaran dengan menyatakan data pengantaraan pengetahuan untuk pembangun sistem mewakilkannya sebagai pengetahuan semantik. Langkah-langkah yang terkandung dalam kaedah kejuruteraan telah digunakan sebagai kaedah penyelidikan untuk mengenalpasti penambahbaikan yang diperlukan dan merekabentuk pengantaraan data RPDS. Satu komponen pengantaraan data yang berfungsi sebagai pengantara mesej PW semasa interaksi antara pangkalan data ilmiah dan universiti tempatan telah dibangunkan menggunakan RPDS. Hasil penilaian ke atas komponen pengantaraan semantik data menggunakan RPDS diukur dengan membandingkan dengan aplikasi perisian tengah yang sedia ada untuk menyokong pengantaraan data. Keputusan penilaian membuktikan bahawa perwakilan pengetahuan semantik bagi kandungan mesej PW melalui RPDS dapat dipertingkatkan ketepatannya dan mengautomasikan interaksi PW.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter begins with a brief introduction on the subject of the research, i.e. using the Semantic Data Mediator Framework (SDMF) in supporting automation during the Web Service instance transformation. Various important aspects of the research as a whole are explained. Firstly, the background and statement of the problem are elaborated. This is then followed by the objectives and scope of this research. The final section contains the significance of this research and brief descriptions of some important terms that are used in this research.

1.1. Background of the Problem

It is important to have an overview of the background of the problem before investigating it. Therefore, this section begins with a brief introduction of Web Service (WS), Semantic Web Service (SWS) and interaction mismatches that support problem statements of this study. It is then followed by issues and challenges in instance transformation within the SWS data mediation.

1.1.1. Issues in Web Service Interactions

Web service is a growing technology that has been widely adopted by many organizations. It has provided a medium for communication between the service
provider and the service requestor in the business environment. Generally, the capability of an offered service will be matched with the goal of the requested service from various perspectives in order to discover and select the matched services. However, there is no assurance that these matched services can work well due to the various message mismatches which only are discovered during the actual invocation phase. These mismatches occur in the web services environment due to the significant increase in the number of web services and the distributed nature of the web services themselves. Both the service provider and the requestor are unable to achieve their business goals when there are message mismatches during their web service interactions.

There are five types of mismatches during message interactions namely Extra Messages (EM), Wrong Order Messages (WOM), One to Many Messages (OMM), Many to One Messages (MOM) and Missing Messages (MM). Data level mismatches which occur from the differences in structure, type and naming conventions of the data elements in interacting messages can lead to these mismatches. In order to solve these interaction mismatches, five types of mediation actions have been proposed and these are: stop, merge, split, generate, and reorder [1]. The original messages are split, merged, or reordered according to the required interaction. New messages may even be generated from the original messages in order to conform to the required interaction patterns. Therefore, there is a need for a data mediator to support the proposed mediation actions.

The role of the semantic in web service has played an important part in this communication by allowing automatic discovery, selection and composition between the service provider and the requestor. Data incompatibility can also occur between web services during composition, negation and invocation so therefore, there is a need for the data mediator to solve the data incompatibility problem between the service provider and the service requestor. The data mediator is an important application in problem solving, since it is an important component in automating the SWS discovery, composition and invocation processes. Most of the SWS frameworks like the Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO), the Semantic Markup for Web Service (OWL-S) and the Web Service Semantic (WSDL-S) are
using the ontology-based techniques like ontology mapping, ontology alignment and ontology merging to solve the data incompatibility problem [2-6].

1.1.2. Issues of Instance Transformation in Data Mediation

There are two phases in implementation of the data mediation in the SWS namely the design-time and the run-time. A developer’s involvement in the design-time process and the output from this phase will be executed automatically during the run-time. There are two further sub-components in the data mediation component in the SWS namely, the ontology mapping and the instance transformation. The existing approaches focus on creating the ontology mapping automatically; and only provide limited discussion on the instance transformation component.

![Figure 1.1: Ontology mapping that supports data mediation](image)

The current data mediation approach in SWS is illustrated by using a simple scenario as shown in Figure 1.1. It can be assumed that there is an OMM mismatch between the two Web services namely A and B which require a data mediator to split the message. Web service A contains the full name attributes of the Authors’ ontology, whereas Web service B is expecting three attributes termed as first name, middle name and last name which are linked to another ontology known as the Contributors as shown in Figure 1.1.
The existing approaches in the SWS only focus on generating the ontology mapping for one-to-many message mismatches. Various techniques to generate attributes mapping between full name to first name, middle name and last name to support web services interaction are used by the researcher. In this scenario, the data mediation must be able to split a single message into three messages.

Figure 1.2: Role of Developer in Assisting Instance Level Matching in Data Mediation

The machines that support the SWS interaction need to understand the actual instance to ensure that the message can be mediated correctly according to the content and the provided mapping as shown in Figure 1.2. It shows the role of the developer in the data mediation to understand the content of the messages and split them meaningfully for the provided data mediation scenario. It can be assumed that the author ontology contains an instance of full name, “Hazlifah Binti Mohd Rusli”. In this case the machines are unable to split the author’s full name by just basing on the ontology mapping.
1.2. Problem Statement

As explained in the problem background, ontology mapping itself is insufficient to handle the mediation actions. The existing automatic ontology mapping approaches in the SWS still requires the assistance of the developer to split the messages correctly according to the generated mapping. Thus, existing ontology mapping approaches in the SWS do not guarantee that the source messages can to be split into target messages correctly without the developer’s role at run time.

The existing approaches use handlers to store and send messages based on the interaction mismatch patterns. These approaches are only able to resolve the interaction mismatches due to the EM and WOM. They could stop the extra messages and reorder the incorrect messages. However, it requires further data mediation functionalities to support the OMM, MOM and MM mismatches. The existing semantics in the web service only focus on generating the ontology that describes each concept or class in a web service. The ontological descriptions of the concepts need to be extended to describe the content of the messages/instances. The ontological descriptions on the message content and the message manipulations are able to support mediation action such as splitting, merging and generating new messages during instance transformation.

The following are the challenges of the instance transformation to support meaningful data mediation for OMM, MOM and MM type interaction mismatches automatically and correctly at run-time:-

(a) Need to describe the content of the provided source message using ontology.

(b) Need to apply correct message manipulation to produce the required target message.

(c) Need to transform the content descriptions and message manipulation into the SWS environment.
1.3. Research Questions

The ultimate goal to of this research is to provide automated data mediation approach during instance transformation to support OMM, MOM and MM mismatches in web service interactions using the WSMO elements. The output of this research is expected to increase the correctness and automation in other tasks in the SWS such as composition, negation, testing and invocation. The general research question is as follows:

*How to enhance the existing data mediator to support interaction message mismatches automatically during the instance transformation?*

The following research questions are formulated to address the stated general research question and the discussed problems in this research area.

(a) **RQ1**: What are the elements that are required in supporting the instance level data mediation during a web service interaction?

(b) **RQ2**: How to represent a domain expert’s data mediation knowledge into a machine readable form?

   (i) How to describe a message content using ontology?

   (ii) How to describe message manipulations using ontology?

   (iii) How to query the ontology to extract the required messages according to the mediation actions?

(c) **RQ3**: What are the required components and processes involved in building the proposed SDMF?

(d) **RQ4**: How to build the SDMF to support instance level data mediation during web service interaction?

(e) **RQ5**: How to evaluate validity of the proposed approach to support instance level data mediation?
1.4. **Objectives of the Study**

The objectives of this study have been derived from the problem statement above. The objectives of this research are to:

(a) to study and investigate issues in Web services interactions associated to data mediation

(b) to develop a SDMF using the Data Mediation Rule Ontology (DMRO) and the Data Mediation Semantic Web Service (DMSWS).

(c) to evaluate the correctness of data retrieved from the DMRO using the Pellet Reasoner for splitting message and benchmark them with existing data mediation middleware applications.

1.5. **Scopes of the Study**

This section describes the limitations and the boundaries of this study. Below are the scopes of this research:-

(a) This research only focuses on three interaction mismatches in the web services namely OMM, MOM and MM mismatches and the respected mediation actions.

(b) This research describes all the activities and processes in developing ontology termed as the DMRO which describes the message content and the message manipulation to support mediation actions.

(c) The DMRO that describes the message content is modelled based on the knowledge extracted from a relational database and focuses on the string manipulations that support the mediation actions.

(d) This research also illustrates how the DMRO can be implemented as a SWS web service using the WSMO elements.

(e) This approach only evaluates based on two quality issues namely the automation and the correctness.
1.6. Significance of the Study

Related work on data mediation was analysed in the existing SWS Frameworks namely the WSMO, the OWL-S and the SAWSDL. Early data mediation effort in the Web services is found in [7] which introduces the mapping rules between the RDF scheme in the Triple Space Computing. This effort is extended by the WSMO data mediation initiatives which focus on the ontology alignment [5, 8, 9].

The WSMO initiatives generate mapping rules in the form of axioms based on the abstract mappings identified by the developers at the time of design. They demonstrate that the source instances that can be transformed into the target instances via posting query and retrieving answers from the mapping rules at the time of execution. However, the data mediation effort is found to focus only on the generating alignment between the attributes that are placed at different levels within the ontology. It describes implicitly the data mediation effort that involves splitting and merging messages during the mediation process.

Secondly, in the OWL-S, the data mediation that supports the mediation process is not explained in detail and is only mentioned as an external service [10]. The researchers however, have concluded on the need of better support for data mediation in order to allow real life Web service mediation [11]. Finally, data mediation efforts in the SAWSDL introduces the use of the context-based data type ranking algorithm to generate scheme mapping between the Web service messages [12]. Further discussion on data mediation to support process mediation actions is however not provided by the researchers [13].

Due to these limitations in the existing data mediation efforts in the SWS frameworks, this research has proposed the SDMF. This framework highlights how a semantically described message content using the OWL ontology and SWRL rule language can be useful in modelling mediation actions automatically and correctly. This research has also presented all the activities and processes in designing the SMDF which consists of the DMRO and the DMSWS. The DMRO is modelled
from the relational database with guidance from domain experts to express message content using the OWL and the SWRL at design-time. Then, the tested and evaluated DMRO is transformed into SWS using the WSML language to support the mediation action during the instance transformation at run-time. Below are some of the significant contributions of this research:-

(a) This research proposes the SDMF as it is able to overcome the existing data mediation problem in understanding the message content in order to mediate the web service message correctly. It extracts the required data mediation knowledge from the input resources such as database and developers/domain experts and uses the generated knowledge to mediate the messages correctly.

(b) Current SWS initiatives only focus on developing ontology that describes the concepts and classes. This research has proposed ways to describe message content using ontology. It also demonstrates how the message manipulation functionality can be embedded into the ontology and reasoning tools which can be used to retrieve the target messages.

(c) The role of the SDMF can replace the work of developers or data entry clerks to support automation in service discovery, selection, process mediation and composition in SWS.

(d) The DMRO that captures common data mediation knowledge can be reused for other web services interactions for a different service provider and requestor.

1.7. Glossary

This section explains some of the terms that have used in this research. The detailed explanation for each of these terms is provided in the Literature Review section.

- **Web Service** – a software system or technology which describes the services using the XML and these services can be accessed by other software systems using the XML based messages via web. It consists
of three important components which are the WSDL, the UDDI and the SOAP.

- **Semantic Web Service** – a new paradigm that brings semantic descriptions to data and behaviour of web services. It has evolved from the integration of the Semantic Web and Web Service technologies. The current research on SWS focuses on automation of discovery, selection, mediation and composition of the Web Services.

- **Interaction message mismatches** – interaction message mismatches are similar to solvable message mismatches [14] and unspecified reception in the web services interaction as mentioned by [15]. There are five types of interaction message mismatches namely the EM, WOM, OMM, MOM and MM.

- **Mediation Actions** – refers to the solutions or actions for each interaction message mismatches that are mentioned earlier. There are five mediation actions namely stop or hide, inverse order, split, merge and generate.

- **Data mediation** – a component of the SWS that resolves data mismatches in the WS interaction. It contains two important components which are the Ontology Mapping and the Instance Transformation.

- **Instance transformation** – a component that uses the mappings created by the ontology mapping component to assign correct target instance to the respected source instance during run-time.

- **Message manipulations** – refers to built-in functions in the database that manipulates data according to the required structure. There are three main categories in message manipulations that are required in the web services namely the aggregate, the string and the date/time manipulation functions.

- **Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO)** – a formal SWS framework that provides semantic descriptions to all the related aspects of the web service. The WSMO consists of four core elements namely the Goal, the Web Service, the Mediator and the Ontology.
• **Web Service Modelling Toolkit (WSMT)** – is an ontology engineering toolkit for the WSMO framework. It provides graphical interface to assist domain experts in creating ontology mapping between source and target ontology [16].

• **Web Service Modelling Language (WSML)** – a concrete formal language of the WSMO framework that is used to describe the Goal, the Web the Service, the Mediator and the Ontology elements.

• **Ontology** - Ontology refers to a formalization of the knowledge in the domain. It is able to interweave human and computer understanding of symbols. Basic building blocks of ontology design include: classes or concepts, properties of each concept describing various features and attributes of the concept such as restrictions or axioms, instances and relationships.

• **Protégé** – is a Java-based open source a stand- alone application that allows a user to load and save the OWL and the RDF based ontology [17]. It also allows the user to edit and visualize classes and properties of ontology and semantic rule languages such as the SWRL.

• **Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)** – helps to extend expressivity of the OWL by adding rules to the existing ontology. The SWRL rules contain unary predicates for describing classes and data types, binary predicates for properties, and some special built-in n-ary predicates [18].

### 1.8. Thesis Outline

This research discusses some specific issues of data mediation in the SWS approaches during message interactions. It also highlights the limitation of the existing approaches in resolving interaction mismatches at instance transformation. It describes a proposed SDMF that enhances automation and correctness of the existing approaches. The SDMF uses the OWL ontology and the SWRL rules to describe the message content and the required message manipulation and then transform them into the WSMO elements. This thesis is organised as follows:-
Chapter 2: It discusses the literature reviewed on the SWS and interaction mismatches. It begins with some preliminary studies that describe message mismatches in the web service interaction and the data mediation actions that support these interaction mismatches. This is followed by a discussion on the instance transformation component in data mediation. Also in this section the methods and elements that support instance transformation of data mediation in the WSMO framework are discussed.

Chapter 3: This chapter provides a survey on the-state-of-art data mediation approaches that support the interaction mismatches. A comparative evaluation on eight important elements of the message mediator is also presented in this section. The outcome of this survey highlights the need for further research in enhancing the semantic description of the web service messages to support data mediation. The final section presents the architecture and implementation of the data mediation to interaction mismatches in the WSMO framework. This section highlights on the elements of the WSMO that needs to be improved to overcome the existing limitation.

Chapter 4: It describes the research design, procedure and activities which are used in this research. It also discusses on the research instruments, the evaluation criteria, assumptions and limitations that have been adopted and observed in this research.

Chapter 5: presents a conceptual model of the proposed SDMF. It begins with the motivation of this research; summarises the limitations of the existing approaches; and analysis on the required elements to overcome the limitations. This is followed by a detailed discussion on the proposed SDMF. It explains the two main components in the SDMF, DMRO and DMSWS; and the six important procedures involved in modelling this framework.
**Chapter 6:** It explains the design and implementation of the SDMF. The design and implementation of the DMRO and DMSWS components are discussed in detail by elaborating the three important processes namely knowledge extraction; knowledge representation and evaluation; and knowledge modelling into the SWS. All the procedures that are related to these three design and implementation processes are also explained in detail.

**Chapter 7:** It explains the evaluation on the correctness and automation of the proposed SDMF in detail. Firstly a motivating scenario that requires data mediation at runtime between the Bibliographic Scholarly Database (BSD) organisations and the Higher Learning Institutions (HLI) in Malaysia are selected. The instance data mediation component that supports data mediation in this motivating scenario has been built using the proposed SDMF. Secondly, a middleware application that is currently used to support data mediation between the service provider and requestor is analysed and used as the benchmark. The results that are retrieved from the existing middleware application and the DMRO component of the SDMF are verified by domain experts and output from the database. Both the proposed SDMF and the existing middleware applications are measured using precision, recall and the F-measure measurements.

**Chapter 8:** It concludes this dissertation by describing the research achievements and contributions. This is followed by the research summary and suggestions for research future works.
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